Task-independent abstraction of episodic context in parietal cortices
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Introduction

Goals

 Previous fMRI studies of episodic retrieval have consistently revealed
memory-related ‘activation’ in the posterior parietal cortex1, 2 (PPC).
 The PPC has a central role in the construction and application of situational
models3 (i.e., spatial context, temporal context).

 Use “across-tasks” decoding4 to identify neural correlates underlying episodic
context memory.
 Test whether such contextual representation holds across retention period,
material and load with 2 studies.

Behavior

Materials & Methods

Study 1

 Subjects watched TV-episode first,
and after a break (Study 1: 4-minute
short-retention delay, n = 26; Study
2: 24-hour long-retention delay, n =
19), completed the two tasks during
fMRI.
 Temporal order judgment:
subjects were presented with
two frames of either same- or
different-storylines from the
episode, and required to choose
the frame that happened earlier.
 Temporal duration estimation:
subjects were required to
indicate how far apart in time
the two frames were: “very
near”, “near”, “far”, “very far”.

Study 1: Parietal cortices in PM system (but less
AT system) supports episodic context memory
across-task searchlight

within-task searchlight

Study 2

Study 2: Some of these cortices are similarly
coding for episodic context memory after longer
retention period
across-task searchlight

Puncorrected < 0.001

within-task searchlight

Puncorrected < 0.001

Overlap between two studies
(across-tasks decoding)

PFDR < 0.05

PFDR < 0.05

Discussion & Conclusion
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